Argument Computation
a special issue of argument and computation on rhetorical ... - for a special issue of argument and
computation on rhetorical figures in computational argument studies, we seek papers on the detection,
classification, and use of rhetorical figures in argument studies, in ways either executed or facilitated by
computers. argument & computation - mental models and reasoning lab - argument and computation
2012, 1–17, ifirst the processes of inference sangeet khemlania* and p.n. johnson-lairdb anavy center for
applied research in artiﬁcial intelligence, naval research lab,washington, dc 20375, computational argument
as a diagnostic tool: the role of ... - computational argument as a diagnostic tool: the role of reliability.
collin lynch intelligent systems program univ. of pittsburgh pittsburgh, pennsylvania, the argument based
computation: solving the binding ... - international journal “information technologies and knowledge”, vol.
4, number 2, 2010 169 . the argument based computation: solving the binding problem computational
argumentation seminar seminar topics and ... - argument search p. argumentative writing support q.
discourse and argumentation . 3 § ... computational hermeneutics: using automated reasoning for ... time needed to test some argument’s validity), but also because it enables a novel approach to the logical
analysis of arguments, which we call computational hermeneutics [3]. in this project, on the incremental
computation of argumentation frameworks - on the incremental computation of argumentation
frameworks gianvincenzo alfano supervised by prof. sergio greco department of informatics, modeling,
electronics and system engineering (dimes) argument alternations in italian verbs: a computational
study - 2 by argument alternations. in fact, argument alternations are typically manifested by sets of
semantically related verbs. for instance, the dative alternation is also possible with computational
argumentation quality assessment in natural ... - global relevance argument(ation) van eemeren and
grootendorst (2004), walton (2006) global sufciency argumentation, debate cohen (2001) table 1: theoretical
treatment of quality dimensions in the referenced sources for the given granularities editorial introducing
argument & computation - mit - in 2000, the symposium on argument and computation brought together
philosophers, ai researchers, linguistics, psychologists, lawyers and rhetoricians in a structured way to
collabor- computational models of argument - beck-shop - krabbe, who connects two millenia of insights
about argument and dialogue, both informal and formal; and keith stenning, an experimental psychologist
inspired by nonmonotonic logic and artiﬁcial intelligence. research article - researchgate - october 30,
2013 21:0 argument & computation deductive nal 2 taylor & francis and i.t. consultant then we should accept
that the intermediate conclusion of each inference step is argument and computation and the legacy of
the lvov-warsaw ... - since one of the goals of designing computational models of argument is providing
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